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Test beam descriptionTest beam description

• Three positions
• Two perpendicular
• One tilted

• Radiation environment
• Source ON (Several
absorption filters) and
OFF

• Several wire & cathode
voltages
• Several discriminating
thresholds
•RPC (ON with several
voltages) and OFF

 MB2 + RPC 

External reference : Beam chambers



Beam chambersBeam chambers
•• Tracks measured by MB2 are seen in BC with  XX% efficiency Tracks measured by MB2 are seen in BC with  XX% efficiency

Good agreement BC - MB2Good agreement BC - MB2

DTDT
BCBC DTDT

BCBC



••Better angular resolutionBetter angular resolution
in BC than in DTin BC than in DT ••Spatial resolution in BCSpatial resolution in BC

of about 1 mm !!of about 1 mm !!

Not suitable as external reference for position measurementsNot suitable as external reference for position measurements

However...However...

Resolution = 0.57 Resolution = 0.57 mradmrad

Resolution = 0.98 mmResolution = 0.98 mm



DT performanceDT performance

After global and relative T0After global and relative T0

calibration calibration 

In normal conditions:In normal conditions:

VwVw//VstrVstr//Vcat Vcat (kV) 3.6/1.8/-1.2(kV) 3.6/1.8/-1.2

Thr Thr = 15 mV , Source OFF= 15 mV , Source OFF

Drift velocity = 55 Drift velocity = 55 __m /m / ns ns

Resolution = 180 Resolution = 180 __mm



• All wires SL phi1
and phi2 inside 100
_m tolerance

• ~140 _m shift between
two layers in SL theta
corrected by software
(as observed previously)

Checked in different beam positionsChecked in different beam positions

Wire positionsWire positions



•• Deviations from linear Deviations from linear
behaviour of the driftbehaviour of the drift
velocityvelocity

••Measured in Measured in __ SL SL´́s usings using
as external reference:as external reference:

•• Beam chambers Beam chambers

•• The other  The other __ SL SL

Compatible with previous measurementsCompatible with previous measurements

Space-time relationSpace-time relation

BCBC
__-DT-DT



Signal propagation along the wireSignal propagation along the wire

•• Propagation time = global Propagation time = global
T0 variations in SLT0 variations in SL__

••Distance measured withDistance measured with
the the __ SL SL´́ss

•• Three different beam positions Three different beam positions

•• Along same cell in SL Along same cell in SL__

Measured propagation velocityMeasured propagation velocity

  v v = (2.08 = (2.08 ±± 0.33)  0.33) ·· 10 108 8  m/s m/s



•• Scan in several Scan in several
amplification voltages,amplification voltages,

varying wire voltage fromvarying wire voltage from
3500 V to 3650 V, fixing3500 V to 3650 V, fixing

VVstrip strip to 1800 V and to 1800 V and VVcathodecathode

to -1200 Vto -1200 V

•• Resolution and efficiency Resolution and efficiency
studiesstudies

Amplification voltage influenceAmplification voltage influence

3600 V is a reasonable nominal value for wires3600 V is a reasonable nominal value for wires

VVstripstrip  =1800 V=1800 V

VVcathcath = -1200 V = -1200 V



Threshold influenceThreshold influence

•• Scan in several Scan in several
discriminating thresholds,discriminating thresholds,

from 10 mV to 30 mVfrom 10 mV to 30 mV

•• Resolution and efficiency Resolution and efficiency
studiesstudies

Small variations with threshold up to 30 mVSmall variations with threshold up to 30 mV



Noise measurementsNoise measurements

•• In normal In normal
conditions:conditions:

••VwVw/Vs//Vs/VcatVcat==
3.6/1.8/-1.2 kV3.6/1.8/-1.2 kV

••  Thr Thr = 15 mV= 15 mV

•• Source OFF Source OFF

Average noise rate =Average noise rate =

40 Hz/cell40 Hz/cell

0.04 Hz/cm0.04 Hz/cm22



Maximum noise rateMaximum noise rate
for DT in CMSfor DT in CMS

Noise measurements in radiation environmentNoise measurements in radiation environment

Filter 100Filter 100

Filter 50Filter 50

Filter 10Filter 10

Filter 5Filter 5

•• Noise rate for several Noise rate for several
absorption filters of theabsorption filters of the

radiation sourceradiation source

MB2 put under moreMB2 put under more
than a factor 2 above thethan a factor 2 above the
maximum expected noisemaximum expected noise



RPC and threshold influence in noise rateRPC and threshold influence in noise rate

RPC causes no interference with DTRPC causes no interference with DT



ConclusionsConclusions

•• First completed MB2 chamber shows a very good First completed MB2 chamber shows a very good
performance, in agreement with previous resultsperformance, in agreement with previous results

•• In normal conditions, a noise rate of 40 Hz/cell is In normal conditions, a noise rate of 40 Hz/cell is
expectedexpected

•• RPC coupling has no effect on DT behaviour RPC coupling has no effect on DT behaviour

•• Noise does not affect essentially to resolution or efficiency Noise does not affect essentially to resolution or efficiency



T0 variation of 0.15 mV/T0 variation of 0.15 mV/nsns



Noise influence in trackingNoise influence in tracking

•• What is the influence What is the influence
of a high amount ofof a high amount of

background inbackground in
tracking performancetracking performance

SourceSource  offoff

Fraction of eventsFraction of events
with just one fit with just one fit vsvs..

Source filterSource filter



Estimation of fits with noise hits:Estimation of fits with noise hits:

Fitting the Fitting the __22 distribution of fits distribution of fits
to an exponential function andto an exponential function and

considering the rest as noiseconsidering the rest as noise

 Noise in fits is Noise in fits is
essentially essentially flatflat


